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A natural oasis for relaxing in your own garden



Water is life.
   Water is variety.
Wasser is feeling good.

Why should you not have all of this in your garden?

With BELLvital pool system your garden will take on new

life. It will gain a new face. Enjoyment not only in spring

and summer, but also in winter and in the fall.

BELLvital gives you a natural pool straight behind the house.

Holiday every day without having to travel.
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BELLvital changes your garden into a lake landscape. A place to relax and enjoy. 

Today a bathing paradise for the whole family and tomorrow a quiet place to rest 

and observe the watery peace.How would it be with a quick start to the day, 

with a dive into clear refreshing water? Or relaxing in the evening under the 

stars with the quiet sound of nearby water? And when the cold weather 

comes? The pool is not then covered over but is part of the scenery 

decorated with ice and snow. 

Everything is possible with BELLvital. Everything is
naturally beautiful. 

Even better: BELLvital doesn’t require a large piece of land, 

doesn’t require much effort and is of course without chlorine 

and swimming pool chemicals. A pool made to measure, even 

a small size  of 10m2 is possible. Everything is designed to har-

monise with the size and shape of your garden and your own 

personal wishes. The water is always biologically cleaned, of 

course. No doubt some will now ask, for that, surely, you need a 

large area where the cleaning can take place, a large garden?

Not necessarily! 

Bellvital pool system is different: small and compact. A completely 

new sort of bio filter takes care of the clean water. The trick: We have 

made it so small that it fits into the pool walls which you  will need any-

way. Water cleansing management that you can rely on. It works in summer 

and winter alike, always reacting to the differing seasonal requirements. 

A system in which five years of research have been invested. In cooperation with 

the water and environmental specialists Polyplan GmbH (Bremen), and universi-

ties in Bremen, Hannover, and Minho (Portugal).
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As much nature as possible,
  as little equipment as possible.



Bathing pools from BELLvital are structured nature, shown at its best. With

organic forms and clean water. With a simple but strong and particularly

intelligent technology that helps to save money. The environmentally

friendly plastic foil is laid into the base of the pool and does not

require welding or sealing. The dividing walls are mounted onto the

foil: and above all the individual wall modules are put together as

building blocks. Each part is compatible with another and each

part can be rejoined in another way. The whole concept is such

that all assembly stages can be carried out by one person.

Without special tools. Without further materials. Without 

unnecessary amounts of time.

Professionals for garden planning and landscaping help in

assembling the different parts; a group of people we 

have worked with for many years. Our special accompa-

nying lectures help to provide the necessary expertise. If 

as a result of adding a BELLvital pool to your garden

additional architectural planning is required, we are

more than willing 

to make sugge-

stions and recom-

mendations.

With BELLvital you not 

only acquire compo-

nents for an innovative 

bathing pool, you also 

profit from the experience

and know how from the 

owners BellSell, the firm which 

has been delivering ideas for 45 

years in the pool, garden and pond 

branch. We are available at all times to 

give advice and support.



Imagine one of these lakes in quiet natural surroundings.

Off the beaten track and quite rightly known only to a few. The plants at

the water edge colourful as a painted picture, the pebbles scrubbed

clean. You approach the water and see something in the crystal clear

water. You dive in and experience that refreshing feeling on your

skin. A water quality that is tangible. All this is possible when

nature is left alone and can take care of cleaning the water

naturally.

You too can have this in your garden, with

the  BELLvital-System .



Idea brillant -
  water equally so.

The cleansing of the water à la BELLvital follows nature’s

principles and also the newest research in biological

treatment of water. Based on demand, the whole process

is dependent on microbes which clean the water in the

BELLvital filter system. This system we find in the wall

elements, thus saving space and costs. The wall elements

stand strong and also stand for a strong efficient cleansing

process.

The Bellvital-wallfilter doesn’t just produce clear water,

but is also able to reduce considerably the nutrients such

as nitrates and phosphates in the water which would

otherwise encourage the growth of algae. The pH level of

the water stabilises, the oxygen content is maximised

and the bacteria content minimised. Not to be forgotten:

in the wall elements we find the water surface level

skimmer – the mechanical part of the cleansing process.

The skimmer in practical box form, holds back the floating

organic particles. It can be taken out of the wall, cleaned

and refitted.

Nice and simple: The visible organic algae are removed,

the invisible problem materials,which are very often much

more serious, are taken care of. This gives us a clean and

healthy living and naturally based water. Whoever 

aproaches this element is in his element. You just feel 

good. You have a super water quality in a small outdoor 

lake just outside your house. This kind of water quality in 

lakes today is not that easy to find.

Our wall elements – they are something special.

When a wall filter system is capable of such quality, then

there is certain to be the question: How then does it

work? Let’s take a look at how the wall elements manage

to achieve this. They have a double function. First of all

the demarcation. They divide the deeper bathing pool

from the shallower pond area.  The hardwood used for 

hundreds of years for construction work in connection 

with water, is considered to be indestructable and is used 

to build the stable wall elements. They are delivered ready 

for assembly, and can therefore be easily erected and 

fastened together before the water comes to fill the pool.



This brings us of course to the second important aspect

of the wall elements; their concealed inner life. They are

open at the top, and above, the water is several centime-

ters higher. The water fl ows continuously into the walls

and through the BELLvital-Grain. This is a cleansing agent

(substratum), a natural mineral from your local area which

as a result of many positive properties has acquired

somewhat of a legendary reputation. The small grainy

substratum has a natural absorbent propensity which in

conjunction with the minute microbes that grow on it, is

able to cleanse the water, thereby removing phosphates.

In order to obtain maximum microbiological eff ectivenes

it’s important to use a generous amount – in one wall

module for a BELLvital - swimming-pool measuring 8.40 m 

x 3.60 m, this means approximately 27 tons! This incredi-

ble fi gure actually fi ts in the walls and there it stays for a

long time. After many tens of years the industrious 

microbes show their fi rst signs of fatigue (More about the

cleansing by the microbes later on pages 10 and 11).

Afterwards, in the lower part of the wall element, the

water is collected over a drainage pipe system and with

help of BELLvital-Whirl brought back to the bathing pool.

In this way there is a circulation of up to 30 cubic liters

of water per hour.

BELLvital-Whirl is a propeller pump, and is found in the

technical shaft. working at a high effi  ciency level but

with a very low energy requirement. Only 0.6 kWh/day

are needed per day to activate the pump and that is less

than a 50 Watt light bulb needs. This is an extremely high

level of effi  ciency when compared with other systems 

that use up to 5 or 10 times as much. Is it safe? Yes, abso-

lutely! Our pond system garanties this with a unique small 

voltage current of 12/24 volts.

By the way: a system that relies on such a low amount of

energy is also able to be connected easily to a solar panel

energy source. We are happy to advise you.

Sometimes it just has to be a little bit more.

For a bathing space of more than 25 sq. meters we advise

the use of BELLvital-Sec as an extra water cleansing source.

BELLvital-Sec, a technical option, is placed in the service

shaft outside the bathing area. From a hydraulic point of

view, BELLvital-Sec is situated between the returning water

from the wall fi lter and the BELLvital-Whirl. Part of the fl ow-

ing water can then be fi ltered into a second system. This

water gets mixed with the returning water from the wall

fi lter and drains then through the absorber. This enables 

the plant nutrients to be eliminated before the clean wa-

ter returns with help from BELLvital-Whirl back to the pool. 

The wall elements are easy and quick to assemble, 
visible inside walls and fl ooring can also be put 
together as desired.

   BELLvital-wallfi lter cleaning performance    BELLvital-Sec cleaning performance

Sterilisation          95%

Phosphate elimination   30-50%

pH stability           7,6

Sterilisation          40%

Phosphate elimination         60%

pH stability           6,9



Everything under control 

Nature can sometimes be very wayward. In 

order to cope with this tendency, an electronic 

module is used to control and supervise the 

natural water system.

BELLvital-Control is the control center of the 

whole system. It is small, elegant and works 

very precisely. BELLvital-Control measures tem-

perature, which plays a signifi cant part in the 

water biology, controlling the performance and 

rhythm of the water cleansing. It is permanent-

ly sensitive to environmental infl uences and 

demand. In the fall for example, BELLvital-Control 

is responsible for shutting down the system, 

and then in spring when the biological mass 

of microbes start to grow more quickly, BELLvi-

tal-Control reactivates the system ready for use. 

In this way two important factors are avoided: 

an over use of the fi lter system and too many 

phosphates at the beginning of spring.

BELLvital-Control ensures an optimum perfor-

mance for the ground fi lter and for a mimimum 

use of energy.

BELLvital-Control, technical shaft and skimmer

BELLvital pools are designed as swimming zones

from 9 up to 65m2. With larger planned areas

the system can be indivdually built and landscaped.



With enormous assistence from the small helpers 

With BELLvital we have already illustrated a completely new 

bio-filter system. The innovative part, and this we want to 

repeat, is the integration of the filters in the dividing walls. 

However, the fact that people have built pool areas that are 

cleansed by biologically controlled systems is not our inven-

tion. Our specially developed system is based on a 15 years 

old research program called Neptun TM filter system. And of 

course nature’s ability to regulate its own delicate environ-

ment in pool areas has been known for a long time.

The BELLvital wall filter uses the principle of biological water 

cleansing. As in nature itself, the decisive procedures are 

designed to ensure a clean clear water with only a minimal 

growth of algae. Algae: here, they are freely moving, indivi-

dual plants that are completely natural in a bathing pool but 

when reaching a certain size and concentration can diminish 

the clarity of the water.

Algae growth is is dependent on the availability of nutri-

ents in the water. For that reason it is not only important 

to filter the algae from the water but also to reduce the

available nutrients, particularly the essential one: phos-

phorous. (chemical symbol P). Algae take soluble parts 

from phosphorous in the water, – the phosphates (PO4-

P), which they then store and use for cell reproduction. 

This can lead to the situation in summer that PO4-P is not 

to be found at all. The phosphates have been stored by 

the algae – but then these appear in a large disturbing 

amount. That means initially: for each swimming pool 

the difference between amounts of phosphorous and 

soluble phosphates is very important. The water quality 

can be measured by recording the phosphorous level.

The BELLvital filter system reacts to natural situations and

is therefore a part of nature itself. The floating algae go 

with water into the chambers within the wall elements 

and begin to decompose because they no longer have 

access to light. That is of course ideal for the microbiolo-

gy. This biological »lawn« is composed out of countless 

microorganisms. They live on the prepared material, the 

filter material and on the small-grained mineral, they 

are lively and very industrious. They collect the useful 

nutrients from the algae. In other words one could say: 

the microbiology eats and digests the phosphates and 

makes them useless. The filter material is then able to 

collect the phosphates and store them forever. The nutri-

ents from the swimming pool are removed from below.

The water can then profit from the removal of phos-

phates and their potential as nutrients for algae. Not only 

does the water profit from the removal of phosphates. 

The pool user gains water with ideally clean quality. To 

put it another way the water has washed itself.

How the water 
   is cleaned



This isn’t the only microbiological benefit. The filter doesn’t

just take care of the algae by reducing the nutrients, it also 

eliminates the bacteria, lowers the oxygen requirement level 

of the water and maintains the Ph level between 7.6 and 8.

The natural process in the filter system however isn’t just left 

up to nature. It is more relevantly, controlled and supervised. 

Bellvital-Control is the the electronic control center. It ensures 

that the microbiology in the filter always has optimal grow-

th conditions and that the biological mass which enters the 

system from the pool is

never too much for the filter at any one time. In this way 

there is no need for a »reverse flow« within the filter system 

and the filter itself doesn’t need to be changed, remaining 

free and functional.

   Filter system performance

Sterilisation          95%

Phosphate elimination   30-50%

pH stability           7,6

Sterilisation

The reduction of germs and bacteria in the water.

Phosphate elimination

Reducing the concentration of phosphates in the water.

pH stability

pH fluctuations are decreased due to the buffer 

effect of the calcium filter substratum.

The filter material‘s 

single grain

Atmosphere

(Exhalation)

Water  Biofixation Absorption

Pool

Stages in the conversion of the material.

1. Biofixation
Microbes take on the substances C, N and P .

2. Exhalation
Microbes give off CO2  und N2

3. Absorption
The P-conzentrations rises in the biofixation area 
due to the microbes taking on substances in the 
realm of 200 times higher, in contrast to the con-
centration in the pool water. Now the absorbing 
process works on the mineral. The phosphates 
are removed permanently from the system.

C = carbon

CO2 = carbondioxide

N2 = nitrogen (in gas form)

Nges = compound nitrogen

P = phosphorous

PO4-P = soluble phosphate

PO4-P

Water  Biofixation         Absorption

2000 µg/l

    10 µg/l



Five steps
to your
own pool

A big hole for the pool  
It all begins with earthworks. We dig out a pit with an incline 1:1

(the angle between length and height is 45°). We lay a 20 cm level

of gravel and then 2 cm sand which is then compressed firmly. A

supportimg length of wood acting as a spine (here to be seen on the

left hand side of the picture), is placed on the pit’s top edge. Geogra-

phically differing terrain and ground are decisive in the laying out of 

the pool base, paticularly in the area around the wall module.

Sealing up 
Using the same principle as in laying parket flooring, we lay 

fleece on top of the sand. This protects the foil from roots 

and stones. The rolls of fleece are laid out in lengths, paying 

attention to overlapping. The next step is to lay foil for the pool 

in one piece over the fleece. The foil is lightly tacked over onto 

the wooden spine to prevent slipping. Another layer of fleece 

is laid on top.

Wall system 
The walls of the bathing area are mounted on foil and fleece like a 

huge building block system. After that, we install the skimmer and 

technical shaft and a layer of coarse gravel. The drainage system (over 

which the water during filtering will be collected) is then laid and con-

nected to the technical shaft, thanks to a simple pipe in pipe slotting 

system. Last of all, the pump, the BELLvital-whirl will be installed. The 

BELLvital-Control will be activated and the cable laid.

Preparation for the water 
We now fill the walls with a large amount of BELLvital-grain, the 

actual cleansing substrat. On the top level is the BELLvital allo-

cation, the starter package for the filter function. The nutrient 

content of the topping up water decides whether the additio-

nal BELLvital-sec is used in the technical shaft.

The last stages 
We straighten foil and fleece and fill the walls up to the desired level. 

The foil depending on the model, wil be pinned onto the wooden 

spine or attached to the control panel wall and cut to the right length 

(after the top level has been designed). Tap or spring water is then 

used to fill the pool after testing its quality. The data is recorded in a 

manual.

     Now let‘s dive in!





A short summary
BELLvital – a system with many advantages

The water is biologically prepared, the whole system con-

trolled and supervised by intelligent technology.

Thanks to a compact building system it is even possible 

to create small bathing areas.

Simple construction: The ready made foil doesn’t need 

extra welding or cutting to accommodate the other tech-

nical components. The wall elements are easy to assemble.

The foil is not visible and is not exposed to the weather in 

the pool area, no frost damage can occur.

A completely automatic system with a low energy con-

sumption.

Development of the product over many years in conjunc-

tion with scientists.

All components supplied by one firm.

Advice and care after purchase from the BELLvital team of 

experts. 

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

BELLvital: what it is, how it is, where it is 

BELLvital  biological filter system

The system works within the pool walls, a combination of

a mineral cleaning agent/substratum and microbiology.

The water flows in from the pool into the walls and passes

down through the filter at a pace of up to 30m3 per hour.. 

BELLvital-Control 

Electronic measuring device and supervisor in one. It

reacts to environmental influences and tendencies and

protects the filter. 

BELLvital-Grain 

A cleansing substratum made up of two components is 

used to fill the walls. A grainy mineral from your local area. 

BELLvital-Sec 

The additional module for large pool areas (circa 25m2 or

bigger). It is built into the technical shaft and allows a part

of the water current to flow over a second filter. 

Skimmer 

Housed in a box form it acts as a preparatory cleanser in

the wall elements, removing the swimming organic mate-

rials. 

BELLvital-technical shaft 

See page 9. 

Wall elements 

They separate the pool from the shallow edges and are

made of hardwood with prepared holes for easy assembly. 

The wall elements have a hollow inner chamber which will 

be filled with cleansing substrat BELLvital-grain. 

BELLvital-Whirl 

The propeller pump in the technical shaft 

with an extremely low energy consump-

tion. Ensures water circulation from the 

pool and back after cleansing.



Explanations	 	 	 	 																Assessment	 					Your	alternative	1	 Assessment										Your	alternative	2	 					Assessment

Environmental aspect

Energy consumption

UV rays

Chlorine and ozone disinfection

Friendly materials, no PVC

Finish

Leaks through the foil

It is necessary to weld or stick

down the foil?

Assembly without tools

Necessity for large assembly vehicles

at the building site

Design

Variety

Landscape possibilities

Pool landscaping

Water quality

Regulated water quality

Fully automatic system

No backflow of water from the filter

Is the filter reusable?

Does the system have a cleanser

after the filter?

Fittings

Overflow edge

Skimmer

Service and safety

Low voltage (12/24 V)

Permanent garantie with foil -

no leackage

Technical hotline

yes

yes	 														1



Wellness-Oase	im	eigenen	Garten

BELLvital

Bell Sell - Produkte für Garten + Teich GmbH

Steinberger Landstraße 31 • D-27299 Langwedel

Tel. +49 (0) 4235 - 94090

Fax +49 (0) 4235 - 94092

info@bellsell.de

www.bellsell.de

A natural oasis for relaxing in your own garden


